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In a magnet where Sm = 0, no line of force can pass to an infinite distance except the one along Ooc.
Parallel rods. We may obtain a corresponding theorem for a series of thin parallel attracting rods. Let the rods be cut by a perpendicular plane in the points AI} A», &c. and let (rlt 0J, (r2; 02), &c. be the polar coordinates of any point P in this plane referred to Al9 A2, &c. as origins. If m^ m2) &c. are the line densities of the rods, the lines of force and level curves in this plane are respectively                 2 w# = K , %m log r = K'.
324. Ex. 1. Prove that the lines of force of a simple magnet BOA (not necessarily small) are symmetrical curves concave to the magnet and passing through its poles. If P be the middle point of one of the lines of force, prove that the curvature at P is three halves that of the circle BPA, and that the curvatures at B and A are zero. If BPA be an equilateral triangle prove that the line of force meets the magnet at right angles.                                      [Math. T. 1871.]
Ex. 2. A small fixed magnet BCA acts on a small magnet B'C'A' free to turn about its centre. Prove that when the free magnet is in equilibrium its axis lies in the plane ACCf and that tan #'= - Jtan 6.
Let the magnetic forces of the earth be represented by those of a small magnet placed at the centre with its positive pole pointing south. The north-seeking pole of the compass needle is then its positive pole. It follows that in north magnetic latitude X, the dip D below the horizon of a small magnet free to turn about its centre of gravity (usually called a dipping needle) is found by writing ^TT + X for Q and -|?r-jD for Q'. Hence the tangent of the dip is twice the tangent of the magnetic latitude.
Ex. 3. A small fixed magnet BCA acts on a small magnet B'C'A' free to turn about its centre in the plane AGO'. Prove that the two positions of B'C'A' in which the couple I", tending to produce rotation, is greatest and zero are at right angles. Prove also that the maximum couple is E (1 + 3 cos2 0)4 where E = MM'jr*, and that when the magnet B'G'Af makes an angle <p with its position in equilibrium the couple is proportional to sin <p.
Ex. 4. A compass needle B'C'A' is free to turn about its centre C' in a horizontal plane and is acted on by a small vertical magnet whose centre C lies on the circumference of a horizontal circle having its centre in the vertical C'Z. Prove that, if 0, 0' be the angles the planes ZC'C, ZG'A' make with the magnetic meridian, sin (<p - 0')/sin <f>' is approximately the same for all positions of the disturbing magnet.
Ex. 5. Three small magnets are placed with their centres at the angular points of an equilateral triangle ABC and being free to move about their centres rest in the following positions. The magnet at A is parallel to BC whilst those at B and C are at right angles to AB and AC respectively. Prove that the magnetic moments are in the ratios ^3:4:4.                                          [Math. T. 1880.]
(Use Art. 318.)
Ex. 6. Two small magnets of moments M, M' are fixed at two corners of an equilateral triangle with their axes bisecting the angles. A third small magnet is

